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Agenda

• Introduction

• Item level metrics

• Author level metrics

• Container (journals, books, etc.) level metrics

• Conclusion

• Q&A

• Breakout rooms

• Slides and resources will be available afterward
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Ojectives

• Describe how metrics are used to assess research impact 

• Identify sources for commonly used metrics for item level, 
author level and journal level impact assessment

• Appraise the appropriate contextual use of research metrics
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Poll: What research metrics 
have you explored?
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Research Metrics and Bias 

Image: Lyubov Ivanova/iStock
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Item Level Metrics
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Item level

● Posters / Presentations
○ Abstracts
○ Conference proceedings

● Journal articles

● Book chapters

● Books
○ Item or container
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Citation count

● What is it?
○ The number of times your article was cited

■ Specific to database

● What are its uses?
○ Show that others have used your work

■ Raw numbers

● Where do I find it?
○ Google Scholar
○ Dimensions
○ Web of Science



Citation count in Google Scholar

• Cited By

• https://scholar.google.com



Citation count in Dimensions

• Total Citations

• https://www.dimensions.ai/



Citation count in Web of Science

• Times Cited
• By articles in WOS Core Collection



Usage Count in Web of Science

• Look at the Usage Count for
o Newer article(s) getting looked at even if not cited

o Older article(s) currently getting attention (Last 180 days)



Dimensions record: Additional metrics

https://badge.dimensions.ai/details/id/pub.1001271554

FCR and RCR are normalized to 1.0



https://twitter.com/tomgauld/status/808268915335897088

Altmetrics
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Altmetrics

● What is it?
○ Alternative metrics count things such as number of times your 

article was tweeted about or covered in a news source or blog

● What are its uses?
○ Show how your work has been covered
○ More immediate feedback re: interest in article
○ Can reflect impact beyond the academy

● Where do I find it?
○ Dimensions
○ Publons



Altmetrics in Dimensions

https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication

Click to go to 
Altmetric record



Altmetric Record

https://dimensions.altmetric.com/details/49869269#score

Score is higher than 99% of articles of similar age

Give date calculated
12 May 2021 score was 308



Beyond the Numbers

• Look at the articles citing yours in WoS, GS, Dimensions
• Anything you want to draw attention to? 

• E.g., International reach; Cited by influential articles/sources
• Practice guidelines, policy statements, etc. 

Look at citing articles



WoS Citing Articles

Analyze Results



WoS Citing Articles



Look through titles for influential articles

Position statement of ADA
Highly cited

WoS Citing Articles



Dimensions has 58 citing articles vs. 34 in WoS

https://app.dimensions.ai/details/publication/pub.1001271554

Go to Altmetric policy document

Scroll down to see citing articles
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Author Level Metrics
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How do you show off your achievements?

• Awards & Recognitions

• Grants & Funding

• Publications 

• Evidence of Expert Opinion

• Impact of Research
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Impact of Research with the h-index

• J. E. Hirsch developed this metric to 
indicate "cumulative impact and 
relevance" of a researcher

• index h, defined as the number of 
papers with a citation number higher 
or equal to h

Hirsch, JE. 2005, doi:10.1073/pnas.0507655102

Image: https://images.app.goo.gl/ZZP4bTLtLyFb3t3aA

https://images.app.goo.gl/ZZP4bTLtLyFb3t3aA
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How to calculate your h-index

1. Collect your publications and 
the citation counts to each 
publication

2. Rank publications in order of most-
cited to least-cited

3. Determine the rank of the publication 
where the number of citations is 
equal to, or greater than the rank.

Publication 
Rank

Citations 
(number)

1 256
2 53
3 28
4 17
5 8
6 8
7 6
8 4
9 3

10 3
11 3
12 2
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Examples where to find your h-index 

● Google Scholar (My Profile)

● Web of Science (create citation report)

● Scopus (NA at UF)

● Publish or Perish 
(https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish)
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Google Scholar (My Profile)
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h-index sources: Google Scholar Profile

• h-index

• i10 index (only in 

Google Scholar; 

number of 

publications with at 

least 10 citations)
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Google Scholar Profile: Established Scholar
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Google Scholar Profile: Early Career Scholar
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h-index sources: Web of Science

1. Search for Author

2. Analyze results

3. Create Citation Report
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h-index sources: Web of Science

1. Search for Author

2. Analyze results

3. Create Citation Report
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Clean your data 

1. ORCiD

2. Web of Science Researcher ID

3. Scopus Author ID
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Problems with the h-index

• Varies with source of data

• Discipline publishing & citation 
patterns

• Career stage of researcher

• Highly cited papers underrecognized

• Other types of research impact

Video: https://vimeo.com/133683418
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Variations to the h-index

Egghe's g-index: more weight to highly-cited papers

Zhang's e-index: aims to reveal citation patterns

Contemporary h-index: more weight to recent papers

Age-weighted citation rate: adjusted to age of paper

hl, norm: normalized to account for number of co-authors

etc...
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Always provide context

It make take some research to gather the data to contextualize your h-index
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One metric, alone, is not enough

“Although I argue that a high h is a reliable indicator of high 
accomplishment, the converse is not necessarily always true"... “the 
h-index should be only one of many elements used in evaluating 
scientific achievement of an individual”

Hirsch (2005)
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Container Level Metrics
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Container level metrics - Journals

Journal metrics

• Impact Factor (™) - Journal Citation Reports

• Eigenfactor
• Scimago journal rankings
• H-Index (Scimago)
• H5-Index (Google Scholar)

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en
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Impact Factor

Found in Journal Citation Reports (JCR) database

Web of Science journals only

Trademark of Clarivate Analytics (formerly Thomson Reuters, formerly ISI)

JCR Guide - https://clarivate.libguides.com/jcr

Requires an institutional subscription to access

https://jcr.clarivate.com/
https://clarivate.libguides.com/jcr
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Impact Factor

2017 impact Factor =
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Is 5.728 a good impact factor?

No
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Journal Citation Indicator

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/article/introducing-the-journal-citation-indicator-a-new-
field-normalized-measurement-of-journal-citation-impact/

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/article/introducing-the-journal-citation-indicator-a-new-field-normalized-measurement-of-journal-citation-impact/
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Scimago ranking

Found in Scimago Journal & Country Rank database

Scopus journals only

Copyright owner: Elsevier

Open Access

https://www.scimagojr.com/
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Container level metrics - Books

Books

• Book Citation Index (not 
available at UF)

• Individual publishers

• Library usage
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Book Citations Example

Springer e-book

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-73897-0
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Ask a Librarian

• UF Library Catalog – 2 check outs

• WorldCat – 203 libraries

• E-book usage – views, downloads

https://universityofflorida.on.worldcat.org/discovery
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Responsible Use of Metrics



http://www.leidenmanifesto.org/

Guidance re: Responsible Use of Metrics

Takes you to Publons
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Guidance re: Responsible Use of Metrics

● Leiden Manifesto: 10 principles to guide research evaluation

1. Quantitative eval should support qualitative, expert assessment
2. Measure performance against the research missions of the 

institution, group, or researcher.
3. Protect excellence in locally relevant research.
4. Keep data collection and analytical processes open, transparent 

and simple. 
5. Allow those evaluated to verify data and analysis. 

https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351 
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Guidance re: Responsible Use of Metrics

● Leiden Manifesto (cont.)

6. Account for variation by field in publication and citation practices.
7. Base assessment of individual researchers on a qualitative

judgement of their portfolio.
8. Avoid misplaced concreteness and false precision.
9. Recognize the systemic effects of assessment and indicators.
10. Scrutinize indicators regularly and update them. 

https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351 
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Issues with Metrics
● Risk of becoming a substitute for qualitative assessment
● Some can place early career researchers at a disadvantage
● Some metrics not used as intended

○ E.g., using journal-level metric for assessing item/author impact
■ DORA:  San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 2012

● Some metrics differ widely across fields
○ Always give context

■ E.g., top 1%, 99th percentile
○ Use field normalized metrics when appropriate 

■ E.g., RCR, FCR

● Risk of corruption pressures
○ Researchers (and others) playing to the metric

■ Claiming authorship
■ Quid pro quo citing

When a measure becomes a target,
it ceases to be a good measure. 
- Goodhart’s Law



Research Misconduct

https://ori.hhs.gov/content/case-summary-lin-yibin

“…falsifying, fabricating, and
plagiarizing data and text…”



Research Misconduct

https://ori.hhs.gov/content/case-summary-lin-yibin

10 year ban

“…created fictitious author names…
without listing himself as an author…
to improve his citation metrics.”



Research Misconduct

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2020/05/17/2020.05.16.100107.full.pdf

“Authors”

“…to improve his citation metrics.”
This one cited 8 papers by Lin Y

References
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Make your publications count
● Do good work and ensure your article reflects the study rigor

○ Follow reporting standards and address all recommended items
● Publish in journals that reach your intended audience

○ Choose a journal that is read and respected in the field
■ JIF rank can indicate highly cited journals

○ Consider journals that appear in a database common in the field
■ Your article can’t have impact if it can’t be found

● If particular metrics are important to you, publish in journals 
that support them, e.g., 
○ If using h-index from WoS, be sure journal is indexed in WoS
○ If Journal Impact Factor is important, be sure the journal has one 

and it ranks where you want it to be 
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Choose Your Breakout Room (15 mins.)

• Item Level – Terry will be demonstrating how to find citing articles in 
Dimensions

• Author Level – Suzanne will be comparing the h-index in Web of 
Science and Google Scholar for scholars in different disciplines

• Container Level – Tara will be exploring the Journal Citation Reports 
database, home of the Impact Factor and other metrics

• Main Room – Michelle will be hosting an open Q&A
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Choose Your Breakout Room (15 mins.)
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We’re back
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Tell Your Story

Share quantitative AND qualitative descriptions of the 
impacts of your scholarship.
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ARCS Research 
Metrics & Impact

Research Metrics LibGuide
https://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/metrics

Academic Research Consulting & 
Services Research Metrics Team
https://arcs.uflib.ufl.edu/services/res
earch-metrics/

https://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/metrics
https://arcs.uflib.ufl.edu/services/research-metrics/
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Resource List - Item Level

• Literature databases
• Web of Science - http://webofknowledge.com/WOS
• Google Scholar - https://scholar.google.com/
• Dimensions - https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication
• Altmetrics - https://www.altmetric.com/
• PlumX - https://plumanalytics.com/learn/about-metrics/
• iCite - https://icite.od.nih.gov/

http://webofknowledge.com/WOS
https://scholar.google.com/
https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication
https://www.altmetric.com/
https://plumanalytics.com/learn/about-metrics/
https://icite.od.nih.gov/
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Resource List - Author Level 

• Web of Science - http://webofknowledge.com/WOS

• Web of Science Build Your Profile -
https://clarivate.libguides.com/authors/portfolio

• Google Scholar Citations -
https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/citations.html

• Google Scholar Metrics -
https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/metrics.html

• Publish or Perish - https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish
• Benefits of nominating yourself and your work 

(e.g. doi:10.1126/science.caredit.a1700044)

http://webofknowledge.com/WOS
https://clarivate.libguides.com/authors/portfolio
https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/citations.html
https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/metrics.html
https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish
http://10.0.4.102/science.caredit.a1700044
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Resource List – Container Level

• Journal Citation Reports - https://jcr.clarivate.com/
• Scimago - https://www.scimagojr.com/
• WorldCat - https://universityofflorida.on.worldcat.org/discovery

https://jcr.clarivate.com/
https://www.scimagojr.com/
https://universityofflorida.on.worldcat.org/discovery
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Additional Resources

Responsible Use of Research Metrics:

• Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) https://sfdora.org/

• Leiden Manifesto http://www.leidenmanifesto.org/

Others:
• Metrics Toolkit https://www.metrics-toolkit.org/

• Literature, e.g. Scientometrics (the 
journal) https://www.springer.com/journal/11192

• Initiatve for Open Citations https://i4oc.org/

https://sfdora.org/
http://www.leidenmanifesto.org/
https://www.metrics-toolkit.org/
https://www.springer.com/journal/11192
https://i4oc.org/
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More questions? Discussion?
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Thank you!

• Please take the survey at:

https://ufl.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1WVLQUcrykr7YFM

https://ufl.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1WVLQUcrykr7YFM
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If You Suspect Research Misconduct…
Research Misconduct means 
fabrication, falsification, or 
plagiarism in proposing, performing, 
or reviewing research, or in reporting 
research results. 

Questionable Research Practices are 
reports of careless, irregular, or 
contentious research practices, as 
well as authorship disputes,  may not 
meet the standard for research 
misconduct but may be a research 
integrity violation.

Make a confidential report to the 
UF Research Integrity Officer 
(RIO)

Cassandra C. Farley
(352) 273-3052 | cfarley@ufl.edu

You may also report anonymously
UF Compliance Hotline: 877-556-5356

Still not sure if it is Misconduct or a QRP? The RIO 
can help you better understand the situation. You 
can speak in hypotheticals as you consider making an 
official allegation.


